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READING: 

For more info on Harari, you can visit his official website by clicking HERE

https://www.ynharari.com/about/


"Big Data, Google, & the End of Free Will"
By Yuval Noah Harari

We tend to think of our tech devices as things that are helpful. Like Rosie the robot maid on the old Jetsons television
show or R2D2 in Star Wars, our technological gadgets are designed to be both cute and convenient. We rarely think
about how technology is changing us and altering the way we think about ourselves.

Harari's essay (originally published in the Financial Times on August 26th, 2016) challenges us to consider whether
technology is turning all of us into “Dataists” — people who have gotten used to thinking of themselves in terms of
numbers and algorithms — and, as a result, whether we are giving up on “humanist” ideas like individuality and free
will. 

READING: 

IF YOU HAVE NOT READ THE ESSAY, PLEASE OPEN IT NOW. 

--The following slide provides a  GLOSSARY
of terms/references you can use while you read--



GLOSSARY/FOOTNOTES
Jean-Jacques Rousseau: (1712–1778), a French philosopher, writer, and composer whose political philosophy and
ideas about the self influenced the European Enlightenment.
Free Market Capitalism: Capitalism is focused on the creation of wealth and ownership of capital/factors of
production, A free market system is an economic system based on demand and supply, and there is little or no
government regulation.
The "invisible hand of the market": As used by Scottish economist Adam Smith (1723–1790), an unobservable
force in free markets that guides the supply and demand of goods until they reach equilibrium.
KGB: The main intelligence agency of the former Soviet Union.
Big Data: Big data is a field that treats ways to analyze, systematically extract information from, or otherwise deal
with data sets that are too large or complex to be dealt with by traditional data-processing application software.
Big Brother: In George Orwell’s dystopic novel Nineteen Eighty-Four (1949), Big Brother is the mysterious unseen
leader of a totalitarian state who keeps all citizens under constant surveillance.
The "hard problem of consciousness":The philosophical problem of explaining why and how we have personal,
first-person experiences (often described as experiences that feel "like something).

READING: "Big Data, Google, & the End of Free Will"



UNPACKING IMPORTANT TERMS
In order to understand the views and concepts Harari puts forth in his essay, it 's important to understand 1.) terms that may be
unfamiliar to you (like Data-ism or even Humanism), and 2.) familiar terms he uses in an unfamiliar way. 

For example, he seems to infer throughout the essay that the two central ideas--"Humanism" and "Dataism"--can be looked at as forms
of "religion" or accepted belief-systems. However, in order to follow that line of thought it may be useful to understand Harari's
definition of "Reglion" 

In Harari's book,  Sapiens: A Brief Histor y of Mankind,  he states that: 

Religion can [...] be defined as a system of human norms and values that is founded on a belief in a superhuman order.
This involves two distinct criteria:

(1) Religions hold that there is a superhuman order, which is not the product of human
whims or agreements. Professional football is not a religion, because despite its many laws, rites and often bizarre rituals,
everyone knows that human beings invented football themselves, and FIFA may at any moment enlarge the size of the goal
or cancel the offside rule.
(2) Based on this superhuman order, religion establishes norms and values that it considers binding. Many Westerners
today believe in ghosts, fairies and reincarnation, but these beliefs are not a source of moral and behavioural standards. As
such, they do not constitute a religion. (16)

Humanism and Dataism--as described by Harari-- fulfill these criteria.



The term "dataism" was coined by David Brooks in his 2010 New
York Times  article in which he submits the notions that:

UNPACKING IMPORTANT TERMS

Theist religions focus on the worship of gods. Humanist
religions worship humanity, or more correctly, Homo
sapiens. Generally, the term "Humanism" refers to  a
philosophical stance that emphasizes the value and
agency of human beings, individually and collectively. It
views humans as solely responsible for the promotion
and development of individuals and emphasizes a
concern for humans in relation to the world.

Harari infers that, "Humanists believe that the unique
nature of Homo sapiens is the most important thing in
the world, and it determines the meaning of everything
that happens in the universe. The rest of the world and all
other beings exist solely for the benefit of this species”
(Harari).

HUMANISM DATAISM

"Everything that can be measured should be measured; that
data is a transparent and reliable lens that allows us to
filter out emotionalism and ideology; that data will help us
do remarkable things as its 'cultural assumptions'"
and ponders,"In what situations should we rely on intuitive
pattern recognition and in which situations should we
ignore intuition?" (Brooks)

At  the core of Harari’s vision of dataism is the commitment to
“follow the data” wherever and whenever possible, and
subsequently attain “all the traditional religious prizes –
happiness, peace, prosperity, and even eternal life – but here
on earth with the help of data-processing technology, rather
than after death with the help of supernatural beings." 

https://www.nytimes.com/2013/02/05/opinion/brooks-the-philosophy-of-data.html


UNPACKING IMPORTANT TERMS
IN HIS ESSAY, "BIG DATA, GOOGLE, AND THE END OF FREE WILL", HARARI STATES...

"In its extreme form, proponents of the Dataist worldview perceive the entire universe as a
flow of data, see organisms as little more than biochemical algorithms, and believe that
humanity’s cosmic vocation is to create an all-encompassing data-processing system — and
then merge into it**" (paragraph 2) 

"Dataists further believe that given enough biometric data and computing power, this all-
encompassing system could understand humans much better than we understand ourselves.
Once that happens, humans will lose their authority, and humanist practices such as
democratic elections will become as obsolete as rain dances and flint knives" (paragraph 5)

AND GOES ON TO THEORIZE...

**this is an ideal of "Post-Humanism" which you can learn more about on the "Secondary Reading" Slide



QUESTIONS TO CONSIDER 
 In his essay, Harari suggests that we are at a turning point in history when humanist ideas
are giving way to Dataism.

To what extent do you feel the tension between these two very different world views?
Would you agree that people today “are already becoming tiny chips inside a giant
system that nobody really understands” (para. 3)? How often do you feel this way in
relation to modern technology, and why?

Specifically in Paragraph 5, Harari claims that Dataism might eventually threaten
“humanist practices such as democratic elections"

Why might our growing dependence on data and technology undermine democracy?
What evidence do you see, if any, to suggest that this process is already underway?



WHAT'S AN ALGORITHM?
Throughout his essay, Harai talks about the use
of Algorithms--both traditional mathematical
and "biochemical algorithms" 

CLICK HERE TO WATCH VIDEO! 

Do you believe, for example, that feelings are
“some uniquely human spiritual quality”
(see  paragraph 9) or the result of complex
“biochemical mechanisms”?
Do you think our actions are controlled by our
own desires, by divine will, or by “biochemical
algorithms [that] have evolved and improved
through millions of years of evolution” (see
paragraph 10)?
How frequently do you turn to algorithms for
guidance on decisions about books, about
where to eat, where to go, what to do, or who to
date? How much of your own free will have you
ceded to the Internet?

QUESTIONS TO CONSIDER

https://youtu.be/6hfOvs8pY1k


THINK RHETORICALLY
While he admits that Dataism might be “founded on a misunderstanding” (paragraph
22), Harari generally presents the idea as if it were an inevitable reality beyond the
understanding or control of any individual or group of human beings.

Why does he take
this deterministic*
approach to his
topic?

Who benefits when we
feel that nothing can
be done to protect our
privacy--or that we
have no choice but to
give our agency to “the
system”?

How much of your
own free will have
you ceded to the
Internet?

What else could you
do, alone and with
others, to make sure
that the Internet
doesn’t compromise or
replace your ability to
make your own
choices and decisions?

*relating to the philosophical doctrine that all  events,  including human action, are
ultimately determined by causes regarded as external to the will.



CONTENT TO
EXPLORE
DIFFERENT
CONCEPTS &
IDEAS FROM
THE PRIMARY
READING 

EXTENDING THE CRITICAL CONTEXT 
[OPTIONAL SECONDARY READINGS, VIDEOS AND INTERVIEWS]

http://ig-legacy.ft.com/content/66698c80-42b6-11e2-a3d2-00144feabdc0#axzz6VgO5ERPf
https://www.npr.org/2020/04/05/827582502/a-historian-looks-ahead-at-a-transformed-post-pandemic-world
http://nautil.us/issue/1/what-makes-you-so-special/encounters-with-the-posthuman
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hw2jBiqZ4N8
https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2017/apr/18/god-in-the-machine-my-strange-journey-into-transhumanism


QUESTIONS FOR FURTHER INQUIRY: 
PHILOSOPHICALLY RECONCILING
OUR DIGITAL LIVES



Questions to Consider: 
(you may also use any of the questions from earlier in the lesson): 

�. How (if at all) does Dataism differ from traditional religions and humanism in terms of its understanding of authority and

the individual self?

�. Would you agree that people today “are already becoming tiny chips inside a giant system that nobody really understands”

(para. 3)? How often do you feel this way in relation to modern technology, and why?

�. How much of a Dataist are you? Do you believe that you need to record and share your experiences for them to have value?

How frequently do you turn to algorithms for guidance on decisions about books, about where to eat, where to go, what to

do, or who to date?

�. At the end of this essay, Harari suggests that the only way to resist Dataism is to “know thyself.” How might self-knowledge

help you resist the temptations of social networks and smart algorithms?

�. 



MAKE SURE TO
CHECK THE DUE
DATES AND
REQUIREMENTS ON
DISCUSSION
BOARD ASSIGNMENT

Before you start...

And review the guide on How To Do A 
Good Discussion Board


